The pets competition
(Pets and farm animals)
Listen to the sounds and say which animal it is.
Pets
- dog
- tortoise
- rabbit
- goldfish
- budgie
- cat
- guinea pig

Farm animals
- duck
- goose
- rabbit
- cow
- hen
- sheep
- goat
Goldfish

- It likes swimming around
Stick insect

- It looks like a stick
Gecko

- It can make sounds
Toy monkey
Tortoise

- It likes climbing the trees
8. Sugar Gliders

Known as pocket pets, sugar gliders are cuddly, tiny creatures that will bring plenty of joy to your life. They are incredibly playful, loyal and they can be taught numerous tricks. The sugar glider is one of the best exotic pets for both families with older children and singles. Keep in mind that sugar gliders are nocturnal by nature and they like to stay up at night.
Your homework

• Try to find some information about unusual pets and present it to the class
Well Done!